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0. Introduction 
A topos is a category & which has 
(1) finite lim; 
(2) a unive;sal monomorphism 1A St, i.e. for every monomorphism X’ A X 
Xrn 
there exists a unique morphism X - fi such that the following diagram 
x’ -1 
m 
I I t 
X-s1 
Xrn 
is a pull-back; 
(3) exponentiation, i.e., for every object X there exists a right adjoint ( )x for 
the functor -XX. 
The best known examples are J, &Cop) and Shi(C). The general properties of a 
topos as well as these examples were studied in [ 10,13,14,19,20,2 11. One of the 
most remarkable facts is that the functor u* (pulling-back along X 11 y) has a 
right adjoint ll,. If toposes are regarded as generalized topological spaces then it is 
natural to define,a morphism from X to 8 as a pair of adjoint functors % % 8, 
II* _I u, with u* left exact. Thus arises the question of finding the pull-back (change 
of base alongf) of two geometric morphisms: 
The present work shows how this can be done 
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(a) when (u*,u,) is 
(b) when (u*,u,) is 
and gives a necessary and sufficient condition, satisfied when % and 8 are Grothen- 
dieck toposes, for a morphism to factor into a composition of the above. 
(a) relies entirely on the classification theorem: morphisms 
x cp*_ &i(COP) 
9* 
over & are precisely given by u”C-flat modulus in %. In turn this is based on the 
well known theorem about the exactness of lim. Giraud has already signaled [7] the 
technical difficulties concerning the exactnesc it becomes clear now that they are 
caused by the absence of elements (morphisms 1+ A) and of splittings for epis. 
(b) is done by taking in F the topology generated by f*(j). &(COP) and &,- have 
in common the fact that they are expressible in terms of some selected morphisms 
in &. In both cases achange of base is performed by taking the inverse image of the 
respective morphisms. 
Most of the known toposes have a set of generators over J. Mitchell [ 171 expressed 
this fact in elementary terms, namely the existence of an object G whose subobjects 
generate relatively to the base topos. This turns out to be equivalent with the decom- 
position of the given morphism into an exact full reflexive subcategory of a functor 
category, built dn the base topos. 
Similar results for Grothendieck toposes were known to Giraud [8], and they 
served as a guide. However his proofs using descent echniques were not elementary. 
1. Categories ina topos 
Let & be a topos. 
1.1. Definition. A category C in 8 consists of a pair M,O of objects of 6 and mor- 
phisms in 6 6,) 6 1 : M 3 0, id: 0 + M, c: M X ,M + M, (where M X ,M is the pull- 
back of 6, against S1) satisfying the usual identities: 6,. id = 0 = 6 1 9 id, etc. 
1.2. Definition. A diagram (denoted (X, 6) for short) 
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in which 
is called a furtctor from C to 8. 
A functor from Cop to 8 is obtained similarly by interchanging 6, with 6 1. 
1.3. Definition. A morphism ar satisfying the conditions: q l a = p and w $ = 
{~(MXgar) in: 
is called a rratural trarlsformatiow from (X, g) to (Y, {). 
Note that if E is J (the category of sets) then C is just a set of labels for a small 
category, namely 0 is the index for the set of objects, M is the index for the set of 
morphisms, c sho& how these morphisms compose, etc. Furthermore (.X, 5) is just 
a set valued functor whose value at 1 a 0 is given by: 
Finally or is a collection of morphisms (X, ---+ Y,‘l S o compatible with the action 
of 1 -%I! on X and Y. As usual E(C) will denote the category of functors from C 
to & and natural transformations betwee them. This way of looking at functors 
allows to view them as T-algebras. Indeed, consider the triple T defined on G/O 
whose functor part is: 
61 
T(X--fl-*O)=MXoX+M~O 
and whose identity multiplication and equations are provided by the data which 
defines C. In short T= c 6, l 6; so that c 6, --I 6; and 66 + Klbo give rise to a CO- 
triple G = H&O * 6; which is right adjoint to T. It is known [S] that in this situation 
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(&/O)T =z (g/O),. Thus one has functors U: &(C) t E/O and L,R: g/O + 8(C) where 
I/(X, f) := X -% 0 and L _I U _I R. It follows that G = UR is left exact and from 
[ 10, ch. 21 one has: 
1.4. Theorem. G(C) is a topos. Cl 
1 S. Definition. A pair w = (u, u) making commutative the diagrams: 
is called a functor from C toC’. 
The existence of Kan extensions along w is guaranteed by the following: 
1.6. Theorem (Change of base for triples). Let 21’ -% $l be a functor and T, T’ 
triples on $1; ,% ’ respectively. J..et H b,e a lifting to the categories of algebras, i.e. 
U& = QU’. If @ has a left adjoint \I! and ti ‘T’ has coequalizers, then % has a left 
adjoin t. 
Proof: See [ 5, Appendix]. Cl 
Notice that u* admits a lifting w* given by w*(X’, g’) = (u*X’, I) where 4is the 
morphism induced by t’. Thus in the diagram: 
W! 
&(C) 1 W’) 
IZu induces WI with w! _1 w”. Similarly w, the right adjoint of w* is obtained from 
n,, and the dual of 1.6. (Change of base for cotriples.) 
2. Exactness of l@rc 
The abov,: considerations in case C’ - 1 express the fact that the functor 
8(C) * 8 has both right and left adjoints which will be, as usually denoted lime 
and lim, respectively. The former is known as “the global sections functor” a&i the 
notatTon I’ is always emplo;,ed for it in the context of topos. The pair (A, l?) is a 
geometrical morphism. 
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2.1. Proposition. I@#, g) = coeq(M X ,X ( x). 
=2 
Roof: One has the “deduction”: 
coeq(5, n2) 4-A in& 
X5-A withu’$=ur*n2 
(X, e) (“‘Vp) v(AXO,AX6+ AA inIS 
which shows that coeq(&n2) + A. 0 
Often lim#, [) will be abridged to limcX or even lim X. 
The ne<t result is similar with the werknown theor& about the exactness of 
1°C in the case 8 = 6. 
The absence tif “elements” and the lack of sections for epimorphisms (i.e. the 
axiom of choice is not assumed) make both the statement and the proof more com- 
plicated, but to emphasize the analogy hieroglyphs were adopted when necessary. 
2.2. Definition. C is said to be pseu&j?Zrered if:
(A) in the diagram below the induced morphism y is an epimorphism. 
q 
t q: - 
-MX M 
*'ip 
0 
A!l 
c 
/* M-Ty+o 
*/ 772 \ 60 
\v 
MX,M ---+M c 
(B) in the diagram below the induced morphism 4 is an epimorphism. 
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I p. b:s I (604 1) 
I/ 
M-O 
(6096 1) 
=2 
\ 6($i60 
\ 
tc, lrl) 
*xdM +MXM tc,nl) 
2.3. Definition. C is called corrrtected if: 
(C) the diagram below is a coequalizer: 
2.4. Definition. C is called_fiZtered if it is pseudo-filtered and connected. 
2.5. Theorem. 1ir~1, is left exact iff C is filtered. 
Proof: Assume C is filtered. Let (XJ) be a functor from C to 8. As in [O] call 
x *n2 M X ,X AX a span and let (M X oX) X (M X oX)s’ be the pull-back of 5 
against t. Let Kg be the equivalence r lation on X generated by the ahovc span. 
2.6. Lemma. If C satisfies (A) theu A’[ is the image cf(M X “X’) 
Proof: The reflexivity is insured by the induced morphism: 
X 
(id*p,X> 
1 
*x,x 
x 
The symmetry is obvious. The transitivity means the existence of a morphism of 
spans t: K[ - Kg + A’[ where A’, 0 k’, is the image of A”, X KE (@V% pz9J X X as 
in 
property P. Also it is worth ternsricing that the theorem is independent of the axiom 
of choice.) 
x 
‘%e two marphisms from C to (M X OX) X (M X ox)-t arc named (nl I, al, nz2, a,> 
and bl. b,. rr~,b$ on the account of the fact that they come from morphisms of 
the form C -+ , C -+ X. One &~rves t hrtt : 
which in turn yields 
Thus the morphism (II+ 221 ) and ascending one more step one obtains an epimorph- 
ism D --* C as well as the morphism (I,, 122~. 1,) 12 ,k 
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(4m2J2,nl) dy 
D - Ir( I 0 
p.b. 
1 P 
c- 
w22,rz~) 
The htter satisfies co (I,, rn$ = c 0 (I,, n $. This helps to show: 
~“(C”(~~,~~~),a~)=~“(l~,~~(ml,al))= ~41,,(~(nz2,a2)) 
=~“(co(11,m~),a~)=~~(co(12,~t1), b,) 
=~a(~a(12,r12),b2)=~.(12,~o~i12,b2)) 
=W,,Wq, b,)). 
Hence (co (I, ,mQ, al, co (I,, rt2), b$ makes ense as pictured in the diagram and by 
the universal property gives birth to a morphism I as wquired: 
X(MX()X)-’ 
tit E be any equivalence r lation on X containing the image of M X C Y- 
(n”vQxx x 
hence a span morphism: 
E being symmetric there exists another span morphism a’: 
A{ )( ,x -- - . - ..-.....__ !i:-- _ __ __I__, E 
G”\‘\. /r2) 
xxx 
Claim :
is epi and 
one.) 0 
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hence a span morphism: 
(MXOX)))[((MX,X)-‘~E~E-DEaE~E 
therefore, by the universal property the dotted arrow in: 
(MXX)X(MXX)-lyAE 
\ 
0 
%' 
I 
i.e. Kg is contained in E. Cl 
xxx 
The proofs of the next lemmas and of the theorem under discussion follow closely 
this pattern, therefore they were omitted. For a detailed account of these see [5]. 
2.7. Lemma. Let (X, #) + (2, x) + (Y, c) be natural transformations. If r l f l x = 
I l g l y then there exist x’, y’, ll such that: ll is an epimorphism, fx’ = gy ’and px’ = 
pxn, qy’ = qyfl. 
2.8. Corollary If r 0 x = r ey then there exist morphisms w, n, m 1, m2 such that JT is 
an epimorphism, x+nl,xvr) = w = x4m2,yvr)and t-xv = row =r”yon. 0 
2.9. Lemma. If C satisfies (A) and (B) then lime preserves pull-backs, moreover if 
(C) is satisfied then limr is exact. 
I 
the canoni~akor phis’m : ’ 
limXXZY~limXXli,,,Iim Y 4 _, 
mono. (Use the previous le$mas and the method used to prove the first 
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Conversely assume that 1°C is exact. Note that 0 = I@&& c), M = 
l&n&M X $, c X OM), c is a natural transformation from (M X $4, c X oM) to (M, c) 
and l@,c = 6,. Thus the inner square of (A) can be written: 
0 T -limMX&V d’ --,, 
1 ph. 1 
lim M X oh.! -+ lim M + --* 
which by assumption isa limit of pull-backs that is 0 = li&$)andp is precisely J 
the coequalizer which expresses this explicitly. In a similar manner, using also that 
lim preserves products, one can show that (B) is satisfied. Finally the preservation 
o? the terminal object is nothing else but (C). Cl 
3. Exactness of - c9 ,X 
Given (A, a) in 8(C”P) and (X, E) in g(C) their tensor product (A, a)~ c (X, TV) 
(in short A QP c X) is by definition the coequalizer 
A x05: 
AX()MX,X ;AXoX--+AscX. 
ax&f 
Thus each (X, t) in 6(C) gives rise to a functor - @C X: 8(C”P) + 6L 
3.1. Theorem . - @C X has a right adjoint denoted HomC(X, -)- 
Proof: Set HomC(X, -) = (I$&4 XX), (A) where as usual I$, comes together with its 
“evaluation” morphism: 
l’-$(AXX)XoX \I n2 n2 
x-o 
P 
and &t is given by: 
(ev*(l X&9,n3) 
I-$(AXx)X$4XOX -AXX 
EA 
n,(AXX)X@ --dl,(AXX) 
n2; 
\ 
MXOX \ 
\.\ 
\ X :_ .-_ .__-. - - __--. 
1 
M 
n2 
I 
P -- 
.__-_-ml () 
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It is a routine diagram chasing to verify the associative and unit laws for EA. 
Finally the “deduction” 
BY 0 XLA with 7+X0x) = T(BXog) 
-__--- ---- -. __ -___ 
f 
B-n,(XXA) 
\/ 
with EA 0dfXdK) =foP 
0 
shows the desired adjunction. •J 
in general (- B&Y, Horn&, -)) is not a geometric morphism, in fact the 
previous theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for this to happen. To 
this end one has to observe that - B&V is nothing but lim in disguise. (X, $) gives 
rise to a category X in SJt‘$ total space” of a discretcexiiffxration) described by: 
. 
n2,5:MX(-)X~X, XL MX,X, MX($l!IX,X- M X ,X. Then the diagram: 
ClX()X A x OE 
AX,X+---- AXflX,X ‘AXoX 
n:! 
I, I 
m23 p.b. I 
1 
n2 
X MXoX ------+X 
n2 6 
reads: A GO c X = liyx(A X ,X, Q X ,X). 
3.2. Corollary. - 0;9 c X is exact iff X is filtered. 0 
In analogy with the additive case, whenever X is filtered A’ will be called C-flat, or 
simply flat. 
4. Classifying morphisms into t;(PP) 
8(C”P) being a category of algebras over G/O every algebra (A& has a canonical 
presentation i  terms of “generators and relations” i.e. the following: 
crx ,M 
(AX@++W(JQ~.(*~~~~)) 1: (AXoM.hl,‘..n23))~ (A,cr) 
xQ)c 
is ;I coequalizer diagram in &(PP). Remembering how Cartesian products are con- 
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strutted in @COP) one can easily rewrite the above as: 
QXAdM 
AAXAoAMX.,(Mc) : AAX., 
AAXAgc 
where (M,c) is a notation for: 
Moreover A being exact, A(C) is a category in &(C”p) and if (A& is a functor from 
Cop to 8 then AA becomes afunctor from ACOP to ti(COP). Also to make sense 
the. diagram above one has to observe that (M,c) is a functor from AC to 8(C”P) 
i.e. that 
VW A 
n2 
AM x A&b) -(M,c) 
(6 l,SO) 
I( 1 
p.b. 
*I 
(~l,~O) 
A0 A0 
Ah 460 
The conclusion of this deduction is: 
of 
4.1. Proposition (Yoneda’s lemma). (A, ol) = (AA, Aol) QP Ac(M,c). 0 
4.2. Proposition. (M,c) is AC-flat. 
Proof: The forgetful functor U: 8(W) + 8/O + 8 reflects epimorphisms and U(p), 
U(q) have sections in & induced by (M X ,M, id$* ll$ and (M, id $$ as illustrated 
in: 
@xdM, - 
._.--__.-_-__--_-.--__-_11_+ 
MWWF 
I \L 
/ 
/ 
/ / / 
cx OM 
M)($,,fX$,f _____ -_-_____..-_-~~~~ -- ---.-- -- ___- -MX@ 
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As U reflects also coequalizers from the fact that 
u(c) MX@ 4M 60 , --0 
n2 
is a coequalizer in 8, it follows that condition (C) is also fulfilled. Cl 
4.3. Theorem (Classifying morphisms into $(COP)). The category Top, (% , E(COP)) 
is equivalent with the category of j&zt functws from cP*C to% . 
Proof: To a morphism (p*,q,): 
associate X = q*(M,c) which is obviously a functor from p*A(C) = a*(C) into %. 
(A), (B), (C5 being expressed in terms of finite lim and finite lim, and q* preserving 
those it follows that XP is V(C) flat. Obviouslya natural tra;formation from p* 
to $* induces a natural transformation from XV to X+ . 
Given a flat functor (X,#) from @*(C) to Sy construct a functor 9X from Z(C*p) 
to sy 
- @**cW,I) 
W------ 
& 
x (**cop)- &(COP) 
where Z*&(Y) = (@A,@%). 2 has a right adjoint manufactured with the help of 
the dual of 1.6, fi 3rn the right adjoint of 8*: 8/O + x/Q*0 
&*(E+O)=~*E+~*O l 
i,(X + **O) is th: vertical eft arrow in: 
iT’/ 
O-Q, Qi*o l 
r10 
* 
(pfr is exact, thus together with its right adjoint make up a geometric morphism 
from % to clf(COP). From this construction it is obvious that a natural transforma- 
tion from (X, 5) to (Y, 5) induces a natural transformation from & to cp;. The con- 
nectedness of X implies: 
204 
i.e. 
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commutes. 
Moreover: 
cpx,(A,a) = 3A @ +& = (@*A,G*ol) 8*& 
= p*(AA, Aa) @Q,*AcS*(M,C) 
= (,a”((AA, Aa) @A&c)) 
X 9x = (px(M, c) = (@*M, Q*c) 8 &x, g) = x l 0 
4.4. Corollary (Non-additive Morita Theorem). To~(&(C’~P), &(COP)) is equivalent 
with the categov of A,l(C)-flat furtctors from C X C’OP to 8. Cl 
Moreover if C’ - 1, by analogy with the case & = 6, an object of Top(&$(COP)) 
is called an G-point or a relative point of &(PP). Thus: 
4.5. Corollary. The category of &points of @Cop) is equivalent with the category 
of C-flat functors from C to 8.. 
5. Change of base for 8(C”P) 
5.1. Theorem. The follow&tg diagram is a pull-back in Top: 
f* 
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Pmof’: As before ?@,a) = Cf*Alf%) therefore;% = Af *. To show the universal 
ometric morphisms (q*, q,h 
sts a unique flat func- 
e hterpret it as a functor from 
m (V, O*) from 3c to - 
6. Gener&ed topology 
. 
Recall that a topology in 8 is a morphism a -!+ S2 satisfying the conditions 
(a)j”r = t, (b) j”j = j, (c)j+ = h*(‘jXj). One can construct he object of all topolo- 
gies which has the property that its global sections are precisely the topologies in 8. 
Consider the following subobjects of 0” : 
+ 
;.b. 
sb 1 
I p.b. I ‘St 
SP --“---@ WXslQ ------+a~ 
A c 
where c comes from 51” X CP X Sz sZsz 552 and finally the equalizer: 
Let T=S,nS,nS, then 1 ‘, 2% nothing but a morphism Z2 -+ 52 satisfying 
f f 
(a), (b), (c). For any subobject 7’0 ++ Tone can build the internal intersection of 
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all the topologies in To. Consider the composite: ?h : To - T r”+ Cl” and construct 
j. = VPr[qJ as in: 
PI 
TXsb---+SZ 0 
\J 70 vp~bol 
5-2 
6.1. Proposition. 
(1) jo is a topology 
(2) 70’ o ! < ‘7(-J7 
(3) for any topology j: if 70 ! G f7; then j < jO. 
Proof: ( 1) From the diagram 
XJZXQ 
n23 
d2X 
deduce: j. o A =V 
= h (‘7~3 iTO OnI2 P 
=A (jOvrl,jovr2)= 
as for (2) and (3), they simply express the universal property of V. 0 
For any endomorphism 0 s 52 let & be the subobject given by a and let Ta = 
Sla AT. Using the above procedure one can construct a topology j, such that 
(1)aGja,(2)ifaGjthenja<j. 
7. Change of base for Gi 
f* 
Let &’ -C 8 be a geometric morphism and j a topology in 8. Construct the 
f* 
mono m’ in 8’: 
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where p’ is the characteristic function of 1~ f*t * f *Sk Let j’ be the topology gene- 
rated by Q. 
Proof: First of all dfe9 f*) admits a lifting because j G jPil. This is seen from: 
i’a’(t’) 
where 3/’ is the characteristic function of l- ib’S2’ and X’ : 8’ + i’a’ is the 
front adjunction for a’ _I i’. The top arrow is to! as a result of the fact that 
f*J,f*&g&&y=+m 
Let (cB*, Q,), (q*, q,) be two geometric morphisms uch that @*f * = **a. Then 
the following diagram whose bottom morphism is j, shows that x,, G j* 
+ 
fJ 
17 
/I 
@*@*f *J = cP,\lr*aJ = I 
I 
. f’n 
rl 
\I 
@***f 32 t 
m' P' 
n' q 
I 
~*cb*(P') 
--~*~*n 
,I 
a' 
Hence, a unique geometric morphism making commutative: 
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8. Relative generators 
.I 
f 
Consider 3: -\ 
f* 
&,ande:f*f,-+19 . 
8.1. Deftition. T has generators over 8 if there xists an object C in F such that 
for every object X of 9 the morphism 
is an epimorphism. 
8.2. Proposition. The following are equivalent: 
1. y has generators over 8. 
2. There exists G E 19 1 such that for any X E 1 y 1 there exrsts E E 18 1 and 411 
epi f*EXG-ez. 
3. There exists G E 1 T 1 such that for any X E 1 F 1 there exists E E 18 1 a subobject 
S*f*EXGandan epiS-PX. 
Proof: (3)*(2). Consider x” E 1 T I. From the given data one has the following 
diagram 
f*EzXG 
P’ 
Then ,up’m = pr)lp = p hence J,$ is_epi. 
(2) *(l). From f *EXG- X construct by adjunction a morphism 
p’: E + fJ%). Then p’ makes the diagram: 
209 
commutative. 
Hence v *(cz XG) is epi. 
(1) * (3). Use the followin 
8.3. Proposition. In 9 - 9 
g* 
- 8 if 8 has geraerators over 9 and 9 has f 
* 
gwemtors ovet 8 theri 9 has ge.ctetators ver 8. 
ROOfi 
Claik The generators of 9 over 8 are given by g*FX G. Indeed consider any 
2 E I 9 I then there xists Y E 19 I and a diagram: 
T ------+z 
7 
1 
g*YXG . 
Now for YE 19 I there xists X E IEt; I and a diagram: 
These produce: 
. 
I 
------I--PI---E) T ------------oz 
p.b. 1 
g*SXG - --+ g*YXG 
1 
g*f *XXg*FXG . cl 
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8.4. Proposition. In $J ---+ 9 --+ 8 if $j has generators over & then 9 has genera- 
tors owr 9 . g* f* 
Proof: Let 2 E 19 I; then by assumption there exists E E 18 1 such that 
g*f *(E) X G -+ 2. But thi s 
that g*F X G -+z”. Cl 
means that there exists an object F = f *E E 1 Sl such 
-X4 
8.5. Proposition. S/I c-------; 9 has generators over T. 
“I 
f 
Proof: For any E -I consider the diagram: 
E 
lE 
bE 
I 
(E&f 1 
I 
f 
EXIXI=(EXI)IX(IXI) - I . cl 
8.6. Corollary. If 9 has generators over & so does y /I. 0 
Now a diagram of the type 
S-X 
I 
f*AXG 
gives rise to: 
f*AXG-0 
f*A-StG 
thus one is justified in calling it “an A-indexed cover of X by subobjects of G”. 
Remark that if 
s-x s’-x 
I and I 
f*AXG f *A’XG 
are two covers of X indexed by A and A’, using the fact that ‘3 has generators over & 
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one can construct a new cover for X: 
s’” ______l_b sx*s’ 
pi\ 
1 
p.b. 
&, <$PX 
I I 
S” 
I 
-----D f *(AXA’)XGXG f*A’XG . 
f *A”XG 
8.7. corouary. If K AS is a morphism iroto an A-indexed cover of X then there 
exists an object A’ E 18 I and an A’X A-indexed cover of K. 
Proof: Follows trivially from Corollary 8.6 applied for 9 /f *A. 
T ’ 
P 
E>K-S-X 
I (WlPq, t2 ) I (bS2 ) 
f*A’Xf*AXG f *AXG El 
Let G be an object of 9 and consider E 
(n,e) 
- aG XG the subobject given by 
#XG q Q then one can construct he object of partial endomorphisms of G: 
Call D the category in 9 given by 6,, 6,: EndaG(E) sf fiG id: aG + End #(E) 
and End&E) XfiG EndfiG -% EndaG(E) where id comes from: 
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E id 
./ 
l-I nXnCcEXE) 
n 
‘E I 
p.b. 
- .- 
nX&lG 
and similarly c is produced from: 
II nxnc(EXE)SIC x I-Ixnc(EXE) xn,Esek IIxnG(EXqSIGxE~ E . 
Then E canonically becomes afunctor from D to 9 : 
s 
It is important o observe that if X 2 aG is given by S 
(fdf) 
-XXG then the 
following is a pull-back: 
f 
I I 
n 
X-a G r7 s 
s 
Also ifX r , _L’, Qc are such that there exists a morphism S SS’ in 9,‘X then 
S’ 
there exists a morphism X -% EndJzG (E) given by 
p.b. 
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Thus ev(?f XnGE) = 7~” ct. 
These show that inrcmd?y D is the full subcategory of 9 whose objects are the 
subobjects of 9. For convenience the following abbreviation will be used: 
D’: M’X@‘s M’s 0’s f *f,(End(E)Xn,End(E))sf*f,End(E) zf*f,nG 
Denote by C = f* D. Obviously C is a category in 8. 
Thus one has the following diagram: 
0 8 
FJ(D’OP) 
E! II -* f 
7(D"P)G c;TGf*c"y--7 G(COP) - 
in which 
_G (a) Horn&&X) = (X , k) where r comes from: 
(XGXaGEndaG(Q) XG 
the last ev being the dotted arrow in: 
S2GXG 
ev 
(b) T*c*(K 5) = (f, r, f,t) - 
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(C)f*(A,ol)=(f*A,f**) . 
Denote 9, = ze*Hom&, -) and q* = e:T* - q,E, then the following is a co- 
equalizer diagram: 
The above considerations have prepared the ground for 
8.8. Theorem. If Thus generators over & then: 
(ai (p* is left exact (hertce (q&p*) is ageometrical morphism) and (*) commutes. 
(b) s, is full and faithjirl. 
Proofi (a) As f* is left exact it is enough to show that e* (Ei) is I&flat. Consider the 
diagram of nested pull-backs. 
MJX ,,M’X ()E - 
C’XOE=pf*cX()E 
in which q is a f *E XM’-indexed cover of Al obtained from two covers Al - ar1 M’ 
andAl =-%I4’. In more detail 
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f *(EXf*M) X ()E - FE 1 
I (~198l)cl \ k f *f*MX(-$ I 
f*(Exf*m, o 
f *f*M 
Then by the fullness of D one has a morphism f *(E Xhf) 
si’ai 
--+ M such that 
ev( tii X &)= n$, fll>q = plq. From VI one can derive a morphism 
~I:EXM+f,Msuchthate~f%=%l. 
f Q-1 
Thus a morphismf*(E XM) ----+M’ = f *f,M is available. Similarly one can 
f*@2 
produce f *(E XM) ----+M’=f*f*M. 
Claim: f,(c) (79,iQ) = f,(c) (79, iT$ hence the factorization of q through A 2 l
Indeed one has: 
rf,(c)(g2, f*Zl)XoE = ev(EX&) l (IV Xev@X@)(n2,f*Zl X@ 
= ev(e XoE) l (n2,ev(e •~ifl XoE)) = ev(e XoE) l h2, ev(‘ui XoE)) 
=ev(+-$3(qq,Plq> =ev(eXOE)kt2q,P2q) = ev(eXOE)h2,ev(5$ XoE)) 
=f *f*(c) (n2, f “ii,, X OE l 
ThusA +A, is an epi. 
A similar proof shows that conditions (B) and (C) are satisfied. 
(b) First it is trivial to see that for any X E 1 Cs I the morphism (p*(p,X +X has to 
be an epi. Let K be the kernel pair of the morphism 
(&l,Pl) 
K--t f *fp X&E - x l 
(~29P2) 
As before construct q a f *(EX f+XG)-indexed cover of K using covers of 
K -% f *f*XG and K --% f *f*XG. Thus one has the diagram 
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in which E and 6 are obtained from the fullness of D and satisfy the equations: 
ev(P f&(&) X &) = pi, i = 1,2. Then 
p(q,P2)q = ~(1 X ev@ X&N (q4,f*F2) XOE =p(f*f,&E) (a2q, f *py) X &. 
Note that the equality ev(e X&) (a~, p $s = ev(eX&) (cw2, ~2) reads: 
f *f,(t) l h2, f *$ = f *,f*(g) (n2, f *&) as it can be seen from: 
f *(Ex f*ZG)X& 
(fl2,f *i$ f *f*FxoE 
- f*f*Z~x*~fy*MX,E- f *f*Px ()E 
Thus p$, ~$4 = p(ar2, ~$4 and after cancelling the epi q it follows that 
p(orl,P1)=p62,p2)hence9*lp,X--X. 0 
The converse of this theorem is an easy corollary of 8.2. 
8.9. Theorem. If (f*, f,> hat the following decomposition 
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then T has generators over &. 
hoof: From the classification theorem one knows that the functor a has to be of 
the formf” - @ f*CA for some f*C-flat module A. The fact that i is full and faith- 
ful says that for any FE ( 91 there exists E E 1 &(C*P) 1 such that F = f*E cape A. 
This is described in more detail by the diagram: 
f*EXf**A --------dF 
1 
f*EXA 
But this means exactly that ‘3 has generators over &. 3 
Combining 8.8 and 8.4 one has: 
f* 
. Proposition. A geometric morphism &’ C-----; & between two Grotendieck 
toposes can be factored: f* 
a 
lit’ ; tqc*q 
i 
\/ 
f* r 
f* A 
is 0 
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